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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Bostik Fiber Quick is cement based, fibre reinforced, self-levelling, pumpable, levelling compound for various subfloors like concrete,
shipboard etc... The material requires a light mechanical smoothing with a toothed trowel to achieve a surface flat and smooth
enough for floor covering.

AREA OF USAGE
Bostik Fiber Quick is suitable as a base for carpets like linoleum, PVC and rubber as well as for wooden floors, tiles and similar
material in houses, bathrooms, offices, hospitals, schools and nurseries. Fiber is well suitable for embedding electrical and waterborne
under-floor heating. Fiber Quick can also be used for floating floor constructions in dry areas. Usually, the final surface does not
need any further treatment such as grinding or fine screeding. Recommended thickness is 4-30 mm. Does not contain casein.

WORKING INSTRUCTION
[iplus FieldValue='Instruction for use'/]

SAFETY
The product contains cement and can cause irritation. Avoid inhaling dust and use facial protection. Should the product get into
your eyes, rinse immediately with water for 15 minutes and seek medical help. For further information, please see material safety
data sheet.
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Disclaimer: The technical data we present, as well as our instructions and recommendations are all based on a variety of tests and our experience. They are
intended to help the user to find the most suitable working method and get the
best possible results. Since the users working conditions is beyond our control,
we cannot accept any responsibility for the results obtained by the product.

TECHNICAL DATA
Binder

Special cement blend

Ballast

Natural sand, 0.5 mm max.

Thickness

4-30 mm

Pot life

20 minutes

Material consumption

1.65 kg per m2 and mm

Water demand

20 weight%, 0.20 liter per kg
of screed

Flow (EN 12706)

150-160 mm

Application temperature

+10°C +25°C

Compression strength

30 MPa

Adhesion to subfloor

> 0.5 MPa

Shrinkage, 28 days

< 0,5 .

Reaction to fire

A2fl-s1 (EN 13501-1)

Cleaning

Immediately with water

Package size

25 kg bag

Storage

6 months in a dry, cool
environment and unopened
package
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